AQA Wood

The dream of wellness becomes reality
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Smart Shape
The large lateral grooves
channel the water to the
drain, thereby facilitating
cleaning operations.

Waterproof mattress

Bolero

A beige waterproof mattress,
designed to make the
treatment even more
comfortable

A handpiece with water vibromassage which
is perfect for every wet treatment, including
scrubs, body wraps and mud wraps.
The unit provides for the complete cleansing
and rinsing of the body at the end of the
treatment, with no need for an in-cabin
shower. The bolero offers the possibility of
performing the entire treatment upon the
Aqa Wood unit: from “A” to “Z”.

Adjustable wet table
By means of an electric
motor with a practical control
mechanism, which guarantees
the maximum comfort of
the customer as well as the
operator.

Steam bath
The powerful steam generator allows
the customer to enjoy an effective
steam bath. Just mount the simple,
hygienic, washable curtain, which is
designed to optimize work operations,
as well as to save time and in-cabin
costs. The tub is entirely covered with
an elegant Bisazza mosaic, which is
available in four colors to better adapt
to the style of any environment

Wooden structure
An extremely solid and robust,
electrically-adjustable wooden
support structure
bleached
wood

natural wood

wengè wood

aqa wood - is a treasure c hest for that most prec ious of jewels, wellness

cod. 139
Discover water, breath its purity, experience its
benefits: the Aqa Wood is the new wet table
designed to naturally caress the body and spirit,
while restoring balance through contact with
this primordial element. A highly-functional
core enclosed within a mosaic of refined beauty:
a joy to behold, a gem capable of gracing the Spa
environment with the colors of unparalleled
elegance.

Ideal for: Steam baths, body wraps and masks,
scrubs, traditional body treatments, water
treatments, peeling treatments, aromatherapy,
thalassotherapy, mud therapy, massages and
thermal treatments.

LKP

Key Performance

Profit Business System

Customization

It offers several treatments multiplying
the profitability of the Spa cabin.

Ample choice of colors for upholsteries
and bases.

100% Made in Italy

Multifunction

Distinctive Italian design.

Adjustable wet table, steam
vibromassage and top converter.

Operator maximum comfort

Face and body

The adjustable height ensures a comfortable
and ergonomic position for the operator.

Ideal for body and face treatment and
massages.
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Up & down

Go green

Max lift capacity w/out risk 150 kg /331
lbs.

FSC certified wood.

All in 1

EasyAccess

The customer can even remain lying
comfortably during the rinsing phase.

All customers get on and off the unit with
maximum ease.

Client maximum comfort

Easy to Clean

It offers the maximum comfort to the
customer: electric adjustment, hand
shower and soft upholstery.

Excellent standards of cleanliness.

AQA Wood cod. 139

Table of dimensions
N° 443.090.V

Mosaics is available in the following colours

213 cm/84”

96 cm/38”

H max. 90 cm/35”

H min. 70 cm/28”

Venezia

Roma

Options upon request: Top converter mattress

Top Converter for massages available upon request.

Packaging details

Electric requirements

Packaging size:
Wooden crate: cm 225 x 110 x 90 h (89”x44”x35”)
Volume: 2.23 m3
Gross weight: 270 kg (596 Ibs)
Net weight: 130 kg (287 Ibs)

Voltage: 230/110 V ac
Frequency: 50 Hz
Absorption: 6 Amp max
Hydraulic connections required
Installation schemes available upon request

AQA Wood is CE conformed and is manufactured in accordance with European Directives: 2006/42/CE; 2004/108/CE; 2006/95/CE. CEI EN 602041:2006-09; UNI EN 12100-1-2:2009; UNI EN 349 (2008)
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